“Katherine Carlyle left me stunned and amazed. Thomson’s ability to create a world that feels entirely original and untouched by any other mind is at full strength in this strange and haunting book.”

—PHILIP PULLMAN, AUTHOR OF THE BEST-SELLING HIS DARK MATERIALS TRILOGY

“Smart, stylish, inventive, and always entertaining, Rupert Thomson displays enormous range as a novelist. His prose is consistently sharp, his ideas consistently intriguing. I would read any book that Thomson wrote.”

—LIONEL SHRIVER, BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF BIG BROTHER AND WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT KEVIN

“Rupert Thomson’s twilight worlds have long enchanted many readers, and this road trip through a snow dome of mesmeric hallucinations is Thomson at his best.”

—RICHARD FLANAGAN, AUTHOR OF MAN BOOKER PRIZE–WINNING THE NARROW ROAD TO THE DEEP NORTH
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